Selection and stabilization of the RNA aptamers against the human immunodeficiency virus type-1 nucleocapsid protein.
The nucleocapsid (NC) protein of the human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) plays an important role in the encapsidation of viral RNA and assembly of viral particle. Since the NC protein is resistant for mutation, it might be an excellent target for the anti-viral therapy. RNA aptamers that bind to the mature form of the NC protein were isolated from a RNA library. Surface plasmon resonance measurement and gel shift assay showed that the RNA aptamers specifically bind to the NC protein with high affinity and compete for the psi RNA binding to the NC protein. Mapping of the RNA aptamer showed at least two sites for the protein binding, suggesting a multiple and cooperative binding by the NC to RNA. In addition, the circular form of RNA avidly binds to the NC protein as a linear counter does. Stabilized RNA aptamer is expected to act as an inhibitor for the viral packaging.